Character Profile

Cary Thommason—Office Manager
Physical
Cary is 5'6” tall, age 33. She's a green-eyed brunette with a touch of auburn,
thanks to L'Oréal. Although she's been in several long term relationships, none
have worked out. She's single and seeking a man. She lives in Jupiter, Florida.

Role
Cary works as the office manager in Kyle's company and, over time, is given
responsibility for various IT matters—backing up servers, managing storage
systems, etc. She has powerful spiritual encounters that change her role from
that of an employee to something much more meaningful.

Problems & Challenges
Cary's bio clock is running. After her most recent relationship of three years fails, she begins feeling
desperate about finding a man who's husband material. She places ads on two dating sites and hopes for
the best.
With a Bachelor degree she hoped to find a job that would allow her to pay off her college loans in short
order. Thus far, she's only been able to find work as a receptionist or admin assistant. She needs to find
work that pays more money. Her small salary limits her options to pay off debt and to spend for clothes and
entertainment.
Cary lives in small apartment and, while she's satisfied with it, wants a life with a man, children and a
house near the water. She wants the life she's always envisioned for herself. She wants security. Lacking a
husband, those hopes seem to fade as each day passes.

Accomplishments
Her father had been an Air Force non-comm and she'd lived all over the country – from Offut airbase near
Omaha to Edwards in California -- finally coming to rest at MacDill in Tampa. She graduated from Robinson
High School and went to college at the USF campus in Tampa. She earned her Bachelor degree in
Business Administration with a minor in Computer Science. She graduated cum laude with honors.

Behaviors, Motivations, Traits
Cary tends to worry about the future, perhaps more than other people. Even so, she works at being upbeat
and optimistic.
She's warm and friendly, usually finding something to like about anyone she meets.
After three failed relationships, she's becoming uncomfortable with men. Rather than falling into another
time-wasting trap, she wants to take charge of actively finding a forever man. She posts on two dating
sites, seeking a long-term relationship and marriage. From now on, she'll be the one to say yes or no to a
relationship.
She tends toward being vegetarian, although does enjoy chicken and fish on occasion, usually with a glass
or two of wine.
Cary takes care of her body with jogs along the beach, through the Blowing Rocks Preserve and other
nearby parks. She routinely jogs five miles without difficulty.

What Others Think of Her
Her friends see her as thoughtful and kind, always willing to help a friend in need.
Men consider her beautiful, with a cute, ultra-symmetrical face and a figure rivaling any fashion model.
Her employers see her as quick to learn, reliable and always willing to take on greater responsibilities.
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